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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the vanishing of an instability interval of a 
Hill’s matrix are derived. These lead to algebraic conditions on the entries in the 
matrix. 
The purpose of this article is to provide necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for a Hill’s matrix to have multiple eigenvalues. For the general theory 
we refer to [2]. Previous results regarding the vanishing of instability intervals 
provide global rather than local conditions (see [3], e.g.). The conditions to be 
derived here can be translated into algebraic conditions on the entries in the 
Hill’s matrix, and examples wil be given at the end. 
A Hill’s matrix is an infinite, periodic, symmetric and tridiagonaf matrix 
L= 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . . iI iI i* i, d, ;, il 1.. 
. . . 0 0 0 b, a2 b, 0 0.. 
. . . 0 0 0 0 b, a3 b, *-- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\ 
(1) 
/ 
Here we assume as given a,,a, ,... a,,, b,, b, ,..., b,, such that all ai, b, are 
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real, bi > 0, and 
a,=aj, b,=bj if k-j modn. 
We now define 
lk,j= 
‘k b, 0 0.. . 01 
b, ak+l bk+, 0 ’ ’ ’ 0 
. . . 
. . . 
(2) . . . 
. . . a,y-1 bj_, 
. . . bj-1 aj ) 
and associate with it two sequences of polynomials: { Pk( A)}, satisfying 
Pk+l(X) = th -ak+dPk(X) - bEPk-l(X) (3) 
with initial conditions 
P,(X) = 1, P,(A)=X-a,; (4 
and {Qk(X))> al so satisfying (3) with the initial conditions 
Q&J = 0, Q,(h) = 1. (5) 
It is easy to verify that 
IXZ- J1,,l= P”O), 
IhZ- k-J= Qn-l(X), 
(6) 
(7) 
The zeros of P,,(h) are the eigenvalues of _/i,,. It is also well known [l] 
that the above polynomials satisfy 
Pk+i(X)Qk@) - Pk(h)Qk+i(h) = - ebf (8) 
k-1 Pi(h) 2 
c 
I 1 Pk-l(h)i)k(X) - pk-,(A)Pk@) - = j=” nfb, FI-'b; (9) 
where ’ denotes the differentiation with respect to h. 
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The discriminant A(X) of the Hill’s matrix L is given by 
The zeros of A( X)2 - 4 can be arranged as follows: 
X,>X,ZX,>X,>A,> .a* >Xsn. (11) 
The intervals ( X 2k + i, X,,)areknownasstabilityintervals,and(h2k+2rh2k+l) 
as instability intervals. In the former )A) < 2, and in the latter ]A) > 2. One 
can show [2] that in each of the n - 1 instability intervals there is precisely 
one eigenvalue of Ji,“_r, which of course must be a zero of I’,_ i(X). In the 
special case when the instability interval vanishes, hzk+s = Ask+ i, and that 
point must also be a zero of P,, _ 1( h). 
The spectral properties of L must be invariant under cyclic permutations 
of the subscripts of the a i and b,, and the { A, } in (11) denote the spectrum 
of L. We now consider in analogy to (6), (7) 
Ix’ - Jl+i,n+il = ‘it A)? (12) 
Ihz-J2+i,n-l+il=Q~-,(x), (13) 
and let 
The A( A) in (10) and (14) must be therefore identical. 
We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition on L for the instability 
interval (h2k+2, h2k+l) to vanish is that 
(15) 
for all i. 
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Pro05 To simplify the proof we take k = 0 and without loss of generality 
pk = 0. We also let lJybj = T. The proof for general values of k and pk is 
obviously analogous. 
We shall first establish the necessity of these conditions. We have 
A(0) = - 2, A(o) = 0. (16) 
It follows that P,‘_,(O) = 0 for all i, and from (8), for k = n - 1, we have 
P,(O)Q,‘,_,(O) = - T’/l1,2+~ (17) 
Using (14) and (16) we obtain 
P;(O) - b,2+@_,(0) = - 2T, (18) 
and from (18) and (17) we see that 
Qi-l(O) =T/bt+i, 09) 
thus establishing the necessity. 
We now turn to the sufficiency of the conditions and assume (15). From 
(3) we note that 
pm = - b,2+i_lP,_2(o), 
but we observe that P,“_,(A) = Q:::(A), so that 
P,i(O) = - b,2+i_1Q;x_:(o). (20) 
A combination of (17) and (20) again shows that P:(O) = - T and QA1:(0) = 
T/b,2+i_l, so that 
A(0) = 
Pi(O) -br?+iQi-~(O) 
= > 
_ 2 
T 
showing that 0 is a zero of A(h) + 2. We now have to demonstrate that it is a 
double zero. We differentiate (8) at A = 0, for k = n - 1, and obtain 
exo)Q~_,(o)+ p;(o)Q:_,(o) - P;-Jo)Qf(O) - P,“_,(O)Qj(O) = 0, 
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and it follows that 
f';(O)T 
~ - T&(O) = 0, 
btf+i 
since Pi n_,(O) = 0 and Q:(O) = Pi_ ,(O) = 0. Finally we observe that 
A(0) = 
pi(O) - bi+iQL_l(O) 
= 
T 
o 
by use of (21). 
An interesting consequence of the above results is the following. 
COROLLARY. b(X) = [C;z;Q;(h)]/T. 
Proof. Using the previous notation, we have 
A(A) = 
Ijn’( A) - b,“lj,“_,( A) 
T 
9 
125 
(21) 
C-72) 
n 
(23) 
In the above we view P,‘(A) as a determinant, and ai represents differentia- 
tion of the ith column. Now 
l+P,‘(A) = P,l_“i(X)+ b,2P,‘_+,‘,(A)Pi”2(X), 
where P_ 1 = 0. Similarly 
(24 
n-2 
i),_2( x) = C aip,2_2( h) 
i=l 
(5) 
and 
aiP,2_&) = P;y-,(h)P:,(X), (26) 
and by combining the above the result follows. n 
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The proof of the theorem involved a single vanishing instability interval. 
Clearly, if more than one vanishes, several sets of the type displayed in (15) 
must hold. 
We now consider two examples. First we take the case n = 3, and as 
before assume k = 0 and pLk = 0. Then the conditions of the theorem reduce 
to 
a,b, + b,b, = 0, ala2 - bi = 0, 
and by a cyclic permutation of the subscripts we find also 
a,b, + b,b, = 0, a2a3 - bi = 0, 
a,b, + b,b, = 0, a3a1 - bf = 0. 
For n = 4 we find 
( a2a3 - bt)by = b,b2b,b,, a1a2a3 - a,bi - a,bi = 0. 
Again one can obtain three more such sets of equations by a cyclic permuta- 
tion, but we shall refrain from listing them. 
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